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2.7

14.5
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Source: New Ireland (*Davy Defensive High Yield Fund Series 6, performance is quoted gross of taxation and net of fund management charge) and Bloomberg as
at 29th March 2019. The fund management charge and product charges will vary depending on the terms and conditions of your policy.
The performance of the New Ireland Davy Defensive High Yield Fund encompasses both the past performance of the Davy Defensive High Yield Fund, a
sub-fund of the Skyline Umbrella Fund plc, from 30th September 2011 to 21 July 2015 and the past performance of the Davy Defensive Equity Income Fund
(formerly Defensive Income Fund), a sub-fund of Davy Funds plc, from its launch on 22nd July 2015 to report date.

Fund Overview
The aim of the Davy Defensive High Yield Fund (the ‘Fund’) is to
provide long-term capital growth, with reduced levels of volatility
compared to global equity markets. The Fund reduces risk by
investing in large global companies that pay out above average
dividend yields and employs an Options strategy to provide some
downside protection against significant market falls.

Fund Performance
In the first quarter of 2019, the Fund returned 9.6%. The differential in
the equity basket was driven by Stock Selection and Asset Allocation,
which both contributed -0.9% to relative performance during the
quarter, while currency effects contributed -0.2%. Stock selection
within the Communication Service and Information Technology
sectors were the largest contributors to relative performance. During
the period the Fund's risk managed options strategy detracted from
performance.
Aerospace and defence company Airbus was the biggest positive
contributor to relative performance during the quarter, adding +0.4%.
The stock rebounded strongly during the quarter following a betterthan-expected set of results in February. The management team also
took the opportunity to raise their guidance for profit growth in 2019.
In spite of some disappointment regarding the future of the A380, the
company has a strong order book for the A320 and is seeking to raise
the quarterly deliveries rate for the model. Following some weakness in
the fourth quarter of last year, the stock rose by 40.4% during the first
quarter of 2019.
Telecoms company Vodafone contributed -0.1% to Stock Selection
during the quarter. In spite of management reiterating their cash flow
targets for 2019, the stock fell on the first quarter earnings release

in January. Service revenue growth was weaker than expected and
the market is concerned about how the company will deal with the
increased debt from the purchase of assets from Liberty Global and
upcoming spectrum auctions in Germany. At current valuation levels,
we believe that the market is already pricing in a dividend cut from the
company and that progress on cost cutting and asset sales will allay
fears about the balance sheet.
On balance Currency detracted from performance during the quarter.
Strength in the US dollar, Canadian dollar and Australian dollar drove
this effect.
The options strategy also detracted from Fund relative performance
during the first quarter, reversing much of the gains made in the fourth
quarter of 2018, as equity markets recovered all of the losses made
during the fourth quarter of 2018.

Sample Portfolio Transactions
During the first quarter of 2019, the Fund exited its position in BMW
and added Samsung. Global demand for automobiles is plateauing due
to growth from ride-on-demand and an increase in competition from
electric vehicles. Samsung is one of the world’s largest semiconductor
manufacturers. Samsung will benefit from a structural trend of growth
from high power computers, high-end consumer devices and rising
semiconductor adoption within the auto sector.
With ongoing event risk and increased volatility, we believe that
the high yield style will once again show its intrinsically defensive
attributes. The underlying equity book generally has lower volatility,
lower beta and higher market capitalisation. The options strategy has,
in past times of elevated volatility, demonstrated its ability to provide
downside protection.
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Calendar Year Performance
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Davy Defensive High Yield Fund* (Net of fees)

-2.9

-2.7

7.1

7.3

14.3

MSCI World Index

-4.1

7.5

10.7

10.4

19.5

Airbus SE

2.8

34.6

3.8

52.9

-24.9

-29.9

24.6

-4.5

4.2

-3.5

Vodafone Group plc

Source: New Ireland (*Davy Defensive High Yield Fund Series 6, performance is quoted gross of taxation and net of fund management charge), MSCI and
Bloomberg as at 29th March 2019. The fund management charge and product charges will vary depending on the terms and conditions of your policy. Performance
is quoted in local currency unless otherwise stated.

WARNING: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.
This report does not constitute an offer for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument, trading strategy, product or service. No one receiving this report
should treat any of its contents as constituting advice or a personal recommendation. It does not take into account the investment objectives or financial
situation of any particular person. All investments involve a degree of risk. Equities may involve a high degree of risk and may not be suitable for all investors.
Government bonds and cash deposits, although considered the safest assets, are not devoid of risk (e.g. inflation risk, credit risk, currency risk, etc.). There are
different reasons why an investor would choose to invest in a particular asset class and each investor must consider the inherent risks therein based on his/her
own personal circumstances. The value of these investments can rise as well as fall. There is no guarantee that the investments discussed will achieve results
comparable to those achieved in the past or that capital will be returned to investors. Neither past experience nor the current situation are necessarily accurate
guides to the future.
MSCI Inc. (MSCI). Without prior written permission of MSCI, this information and any other MSCI intellectual property may not be reproduced, disseminated or
used to create any financial products, including any indices. This information is provided on an ‘as is’ basis. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of
this information. MSCI, its affiliates and any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information hereby expressly disclaim all warranties
of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of this information. Without limiting any of the
foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information have any liability for
any damages of any kind. MSCI and the MSCI indexes are services marks of MSCI and its affiliates.
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Davy Asset Management Limited, trading as Davy Asset Management, is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. In the UK, Davy Asset Management is authorised by the Central Bank of
Ireland and authorised and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority
are available from us on request. No part of this document is to be reproduced without our written permission. This document has been prepared and issued by Davy Asset Management on
the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources believed to be reliable. The information contained herein does not purport to be comprehensive and is
strictly for information purposes only. It does not constitute an offer or an invitation to invest. No party should treat any of the contents herein as advice in relation to any investment. While
all reasonable care has been given to the preparation of this information, no warranties or representation expressed or implied are given or liability accepted by Davy Asset Management
or its affiliates or any directors or employees in relation to the accuracy fairness or completeness of the information contained herein. Any opinion expressed (including estimates and
forecasts) may be subject to change without notice. We or any of our connected or affiliated companies or their employees may have a position in, or may have provided within the last
twelve months, significant advice or investment services in relation to any of the securities or related investments referred to in this document.
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